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Self-Improvement Doesn’t Work  
Because You Do It Wrong. 

This short book covers the reason h  ost peoples’ effo ts at personal growth and life change fail; 

and fail regularly and miserably. 

You have no good excuse ot to ead it, e ause it’ll take o o e tha  fiftee  i utes ( u h less if 

you are a fast reader). 

Do ’t just ead it though. In it are the eight powerful steps we must take if we are to succeed in 

significant, long-term personal growth. Without taking each of the eight steps, significant and long-

lasting self-i p o e e t is likel  to fail. That’s the ad e s. The good e s is, if you take each of the 

eight steps and do so diligently, virtually any effort at personal development will succeed. 

You and I are Alike 

I know you want much, much more for yourself and your loved-o es o  ou ould ’t ha e a i ed at 

this short book. 

In fact, this is a characteristic every human being shares. We all always want more. 

Well… please, please, PLEA“E do ’t JU“T ead this a d ake the istake i tuall  all of us al a s ake: 

assuming that knowledge is power.  

Knowledge is Not Power 

The effective, habitual use of knowledge is power. 

Spend a time thinking about the concepts in this short book; analyze them, then relate and apply them 

to yourself. To your historical, habitual choices. And, most importantly, to your choices today and going 

forward. 
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The power in the concepts in this book are significant. They can massively change your life. BUT only if 

you do the work. The initial analysis and personal association work being just the beginning. 

The real power will show if and as you apply your initial work to your habitual, daily life. 

First, a Little Context  

Ha e ou e e  ade a Ne  Yea ’s Resolutio ? 

If so, did you succeed? Long-term? 

He , do ’t feel ad.  

You are in good company. The vast majority of people fail at their resolutions. New Years or not, 

almost all people almost always fail in their resolutions for personal growth and change. 

Quick and Dirty New Year’s Resolution Statistics for Yanks 

• Percentage of Americans who usually make Ne  Yea ’s Resolutio s: 41% 

• Percentage of Americans who infrequently make them: 17%  

• Percentage who never make them: roughly 40% (This des i es e. I’ e e e  o e i   life 

ade a Ne  Yea s’ Resolutio . Wh  the hell ait fo  ha ge or limit it to an arbitrary date?!) 

So, between one-half and two-thi ds of A e i a s ake Ne  Yea ’s Resolutio s eithe  ost of the 

time or occasionally, with close to half of us doing it most of the time. 

The top-11 2017 Ne  Yea ’s Resolutio s accounted for 86% of all resolutions reported in the study for 

2017.  

Every one of the 86% was, effectively, a personal development or personal growth resolution, though 

the  e e ’t e essa il  stated that a .  

Every Resolution is a Desire for Personal Development / 

Self-Improvement  
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For example, the #1 resolution for 2017 as to lose eight a d eat healthie .   

Well, this resolution requires new values, and other beliefs, and a new mindset, all to result in and 

support new behaviors and actions. This, my friends, is the definition of personal development. 

The #2 reported resolutio  fo  7 as life/self-improvement.  I will say no more to this blindlingly 

obvious goal. 

So, for those self-improvement / personal development naysayers, let’s dispel ith se a ti s: We all 

overwhelmingly want to improve our lives. And the only way we can improve our lives is by improving 

ourselves: improving our habitual mindsets, states, behaviors and actions.  

He e’s a ui k list of h  ost of us, most of the time, fail in our efforts at personal change.  This list 

gives you a blueprint for what TO DO and what NOT TO DO to get more from and for yourself. 

Why Most Self-Improvement Efforts Flat-out Fail – and Fail 

Big-time! 

1) We don’t think big enough, then chunk down, to inspire 

ourselves or to maximize our potential. 
 

It’s o o  fo  people to set up unrealistic, unattainable short-term goals and expectations. We 

overestimate what we can accomplish this week, this month and this year. This is dangerous, 

because it sets us up for frustration and likely abandoning our highest aspirations because they 

seem futile.  

 

However, there is also the tendency for us to underestimate what we can accomplish in our 

lifetime. Most of us set up missions, vision and associated goals that are beneath our potential—
while we also expect too much this month and year. This limits low long-term expectations limits 

the inspiration that is necessary to fuel habitual and exceptional behavior and action, while it also 

increases frustration, resistance and procrastination, because we feel overwhelmed with all we 

must do in the short term to get what we want. 

 

Think, believe and FEEL BIG. See, hear and feel with passion and clarity your greatest life purpose 
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actualizing over ten, twenty or thirty years. Then chunk this vision do  so this ea ’s goals that 

are a small, but inspiring, piece of your grand life vision. This will inspire and motivate you more, 

hile also aki g this ea ’s e pe tatio s easo a le and achievable, rather than overwhelming 

and demoralizing.  

 

Recognize that our brains are engineered through evolution to seek safety and the path of least 

resistance. Being and achieving your greatest potential is NOT the path of least resistance or safety. 

So, your brain naturally resists thinking, feeling and expecting really big. Fight and deny this 

tendency. See, hear, feel and believe in the fulfillment of your greatest potential with confident 

certainty. 

 

As they say, push yourself outside of your comfort zone: THIS is where the magic happens. Think, 

believe, feel, act, be and do BIG! Really BIG!!! But chunk down to realistic, achievable, but inspiring, 

expectations for this year, this month and this week. 

 

2) We consciously want  but we don’t subconsciously 

believe and change.   
 

Experts estimate that roughly ninety-five percent of our beliefs and habitual behaviors come from 

our subconscious. As such, we are unaware of them. At least until the world gives us feedback. But 

e e  the , e ostl  do ’t get it. 
 

Ou  su o s ious a ts like a o pute  that has ee  p og a ed. It ge e all  does ’t thi k 
eati el  o  o te tuall . Whate e  it’s ee  p og a ed to elie e, pe ei e, e pect and do, it 

believes, perceives, expects and does. This is a huge problem most of the time, e ause… 

 

Experts also say most of our core life beliefs and programs were created by the time we were 

roughly seven years old. Scary stuff, eh? Our programs were created by our immature, 

inexperienced, naïve minds without so much as our awareness or agreement.  

 

And our programs were created by people that, much as some of them loved us, were incredibly 

unwise, immature and unaware that they were programming us, much less that they were 

programming us with negative, limiting crap. 

 

This is why we so often read a great book, attend an awesome seminar or watch an enlightening 
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ideo a d e ha e a  aha  o e t, follo ed  o fide e that e a e goi g to use this 
information and significantly change ourselves and our lives. 

 

And nothing changes.  

 

This because our core beliefs, perceptions and behaviors come from our subconscious mind, not 

our conscious mind. We must re-wire our subconscious with the new information in order to 

change ourselves and our lives. Consciously knowing or wanting something is useless when it 

comes to significant change. The subconscious must undergo powerful reprogramming. 

  

3) We don’t add the emotional intensity of great personal 

ea i g. A d e do ’t add the physiology of feeling.  

 

Significant emotional meaning must be intellectually, emotionally and physiologically associated 

directly, within our conscious and subconscious minds, to our desired change. Without this 

association, it is unlikely our subconscious beliefs and programmed habits will change. As such, we 

won’t ha ge, ou  eha io s a d a tio s o ’t improve, ou  life e pe ie e o ’t improve and our 

esults o ’t improve. 

 

Significant personal meaning occurs when the changes we desire directly affect the actualization or 

violation of one of several things: Either our core self-identity or our most important life values, 

such as our ultimate value: that is, our definition of our life purpose.  

 

Without the intrinsic, personal imperative to fundamentally improve one of our core life metrics, 

we will lack the power of deep, personal imperative necessary to affect significant subconscious 

change.  

 

Physiological feeling is also a powerful, sometimes necessary, force to affect significant and lasting 

personal change. Feeling is different than emotion. Emotion is the emotional energy we associate 

to something of great personal meaning. Feeling, on the other hand, is how a belief feels in our 

bodies.  

 

For example, your body feels a certain way when you are in a state of extreme confidence and 

assertive mission or purpose. This state is ’t just a ps hologi al, i telle tual o st u t fo  ou. You 
can literally feel your confidence and assertive purpose in your physiology. This feeling may or may 

not be accompanied by emotion.  
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Similarly, when you feel sad or disempowered or inquisitive, if you quiet your mind and become 

present with yourself, you also feel those states of being in your physiology. This feeling, or sense, 

of your self, including your physiological body, is different than the emotion that you probably also 

feel in your body. 

 

4) We do ’t isualize a d e pe ie e ou  esolutio ’s 
actualization with vivid visual, auditory and kinesthetic 

details.  

 

That is, our resolution, our desire for change has remained a relatively fuzzy, albeit confident and 

passionate, core belief.  

 

To be and achieve considerable change, we need vivid clarity in how our outcome looks, feels and 

sounds. This provides three things that are necessary to being and achieving exceptional things: 1) 

It provides a clear, ever present target to move towards. 2) It provides the fuel to the fire that 

habitual, substantial action requires, while it also provides 3) the imperative to persevere through 

life’s i e ita le o sta les a d set a ks. 
 

Significant and lasting change in our unconscious programming actualizes through clear, 

emotionally compelling, believed and vividly specific programming of intensely felt beliefs and 

stories. Simply believing something to be imperative and true is important, but often not enough 

for significant  change. Simply believing with great emotional intensity and feeling in our physical 

bodies is more powerful, but not complete. Othe  thi gs a e still issi g… 

 

5) We visualize (see, hear and feel) infrequently.  

 

For subconscious reprogramming to occur, we typically, though not always, must visualize the 

change with vivid detail and we must do so ritualistically and often over a prolonged period of 

time.  

 

We typically must see, hear and feel the desired change with repetitive and timed frequency over 

a prolonged period. Doing so a few times usually is ’t e ough. Doi g so thi t  ti es o e  thi t  
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years likely is ’t e ough. It t pi all  takes f e ue t visualizing (seeing, hearing and feeling) with 

great personal meaning (emotion), confidence and certainty, and with feeling for our 

subconscious to accept it and be reprogrammed by it. 

 

Remember, significant and lasting change requires a change in our unconscious programming. 

Change most often occurs here through repeated experience of intensely felt experiences and 

beliefs. It typically takes frequent visualizing with great certainty, personal meaning and feeling 

for our subconscious to accept it and be reprogrammed by it. 

 

6) We do ’t set up systems for effective and habitual use of 

the new mindsets, emotional states, skills and actions 

associated with actualizing the desired change. 

 

Our results come from our habitual behaviors and actions, which, in turn, come from our core 

beliefs, habitual mindsets and states.  

 

Steps 1 – 5 address the process to build the foundation we have in order to achieve significant and 

lasting personal change. But greatest power typically comes when we ritualize into our habitual 

(daily) activities the overt, specific actions necessary to achieve the outcomes we desire.  

 

For example, let’s i agi e we want to start our own internet business while we keep our current 

day jo . A d let’s sa  that, up until now, we have lacked the inspiration and motivation to take 

significant or frequent action. Performing steps 1 – 5 above will create the beliefs, mindset, passion 

and inspiration to take more significant, confident action. This sets the necessary foundation for 

significant success. 

 

But… we can, and quite possible must, turbocharge our efforts to force new daily habits and rituals 

that will bring us success. Remember, it is our habitual behaviors and actions that create our life 

results. Belief, feeling and passion alone are insufficient. Belief, feeling and passion are necessary 

foundations without which our success will be, at best, uted. BUT… it is ou  ha itual eha io s 
and actions that create our outcomes. So we must strategically identify the mindsets (states), focus 

and activities that are most likely to result in the change we desire. Then we must layer these 

activities into our current daily habits and rituals. 
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For example, let’s sa  the internet business you want to create, to be hugely successful, requires 

that you spend at least an hour each day creating and managing your product suite (at least at this 

early stage). Looking at this today may seem overwhelming. And if that means you must spend the 

next hour, after a long day at work, developing your product suit, it might seem all but impossible. 

But if you take something you already do every day and add working on your products as an if/then 

next step to your current daily rituals and make the new activity non-negotiable, then you can 

more easily habituate your mind and body to your new responsibility. 

 

For example, perhaps you make your new daily ritual that once you finish dinner (as you do every 

night) and you unwind however you unwind each evening, that promptly at 7:00PM or 8:00PM you 

work on your products for one hour, no ifs ands or buts.  It’s o diffe e t tha  a  othe  itual ou 
have, such as taking the same route home each night or always shaving immediately after 

showering, etc., etc. 

 

7) We do ’t continuously, constantly educate and grow in 

supporting new beliefs, feelings, mindsets and skills.  
 

Just as a o pute ’s ope ati g s ste  a d task soft a e ust o sta tl  e updated to keep up 
with professional demands, so too must our operating system and task software constantly be 

updated and optimized. Do ’t e like ost people: Co ti ui g th ough life with decades-old 

soft a e, hile t i g to a hie e toda ’s e , sophisti ated a d de a di g tasks a d out o es. 
 

8) We lack urgency. 

 

One of my favorite quotes is: The trouble is, you think you have time.   

 

This quote succinctly understates one of the g eat t uths a d t aged ’s i  the li es of i tuall  e e  

human being who has ever lived. 

 

We all always want more. Every one of us. All the time. This is a universal fact of being human. 

 

Yet few of us ever achieve the meaning and actualization of our basic and our unique human 
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desires. As the  sa , it’s a sha e the  aste outh o  the ou g.   

 

When we are young, we have plenty of time to succeed.  

 

Or so we think.  

 

We take a jo  e ause it is all that’s a aila le. O  e ause e a e elati el  e ited that we will be 

aki g o e o e  tha  e’ e e e  ade. 

 

Before we know it, five, then ten, years have passed. 

 

We find ourselves with responsibilities and perceived (or possibly actual) limitations. 

 

Then another ten and twenty years pass. 

 

Before we know it, e a e o  death’s doo step.  

 

Or we have already passed through it…  

 

And, with ultimate, epic regret, as my mother recently said to me, it as ’t supposed to go this 

a . M  life as supposed to e diffe e t.  

 

So, fuel your fire each day, while staying optimistic and positive, with the confident, intellectual 

argument, replete with associated emotion and feeling in your body that you MUST seize your day. 

You MU“T seize ou  pote tial. You  passio . You  life’s pu pose. 

 

Think, believe, feel, be, act and live BIG NOW! In this lifetime. This day. This moment. 

Because the trouble is, you think you have time. 

A d ou do ’t. 
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